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bolstrerrisecl.

TIre Sorriet L-rnion, in tFre t-Inited

Nations,

\nrorrld play a rrra)

role in keeping peace throughout the world. This rosy view lasted until
next meeting of the Big Three, at Yalta, in February 1945. Doubts then bes
to set in [Doc. 11, p. f31]. The wartime honeyrnoon meant that the'
axioms' had been forced into the background. The view that a construcu
relationship could be achieved with the Soviet Union if obligations \\'
scrupulously carried out became known as the 'Yalta axioms'. As long m
cooperation lasted and bore fruit they would stay there, but if the high fi1rpcffi
entertained were not fulfilled it was inevitable that the 'Riga axioms' w.c'r*dll
make a comeback. This happened increasingly in 1945, and by L947 mr
open breach had appeared between Moscow and Washington. The confucm
associated with this turn of events, primarily involving the United States a:d
the USSR, is known as the Cold War. (The phrase 'Cold War' was first usd
by the fourteenth-century Spanish writer Don Juan Manuel who was anah
ing the conflict between Christendom'and Islam. A hot war either ended
death or peace but a cold war 'brings neither peace nor honour to those nt

it'. The phrase was populansed by Walter Lippmann, a critic of it.
1947.) Who was responsible for it? Was it inevrtable? Was Stalin genurn
interested in a post-war agreement? Was a great opportunity lost by d

wage

world powers, one which could have brought immense benefits to both
as well as to the rest of the world?
There are several major explanations for the Cold War:

1.

si

the or[hodox or traditional;

7 the revisionist;

3. the post-revisionist (rnark 1);

4.

the post-revisionist (mark 2).

THE ORTHODOX OR TRADITIO]\AL
The orthodox or traditional interpretation was trench antLy formulated r*
George E Kennan in his famous 'long telegram' of 22 February 19-ti{0
[Doc. 18, p. 140] and in his anonymous (Mr X) article 'The Sources rtr
Soviet Conduct'in theJuly 1947 issue of Foreign Affairs [Doc. 26, p. 149]
By the end of L94B the overwhelming majority of American and u-effi
European politicians had adopted his analysis. It was articulated in academ:c
works, among which the books of William H. McNeill (McNeill, 1953) anc
Herbert Feis (Feis , 1957) were particularly influential.
According to these writers [Doc. 1, p. 118], the wellsprings of the Cclr
War are to be found in Marxism-Leninism with its doctrine of class strugprr
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leading to revolution on a world scale; in the bitter struggle for sun'ival of
the young Soviet regime between 1918 and L92O; and in the Soviet leader-

ships need to mobilise the population againsl a perceived external threat,
thereby increasing its internal control. Orthodox historians regard the policies

of the Soviet governmenl vis-a-vis capitalist states as fundamentally hostile,
merely [empered by cooperation when deemed necessary. They take it for
granted that the Soviets always sought ways of undermining the authority
of non-communist powers so as to expand the communist world. During
the Second World \il/ar Stalin hoped that the capitalist slates would engage
rn mutual self-destruction, allowing the USSR to intervene when deemed
advantageous. The German attack forced the Soviet Union
alliance

into a tacllcal

wtrh rhe Western powers, but Stalin always sought to expand his

influence by using indigenous communists and the Red Army. Not content
wlth eastern and south-eastern Europe, the USSR attempted to draw the
whole of Germany in[o the Soviet orbit and, by fomenting strikes and social
unrest in western and southern Europe and in Asia, sought to expand cornmunist influence in those regions as well.
According to the orthodox vreW President Roosevelt and his Secrelary
of Srate Cordell Hull (ro April L945) and afterwards President Tiuman and
his Secretary of StateJames E tsyrnes, misjudged the ambivalent and poten-

rially expansionist nature of Soviet foreign policy Harbouritg vain hopes
about the democratisation of the Soviet regime and fearing that the American
public would not countenance a long-term commi[ment in Europe, they
acceded to Stalin's request for pro-Soviel states in eastern and south-eastern

Europe as representing the legitimate security needs of the Soviet Union.
At rhe same time they hoped to integrate the USSR in a liberal democratic

world order.
Because the American leaders had no clear vision of what the pos[-war
world would be like, they were prepared to make political concessions in

return for short-term military gains - despite the warnings of the British. In
ord,er to secure Stalin's cctctperation they approv ed a strategy which resulted
in the Red Army penetrating right to the centre of Europe. They accorded
the Soviet Union a rnqor say in the future of Germany and did not utilise

the potential resistance [o the sovietisation of eastern and south-easlern
Europe. For instance, in May 1945 they recognised the Polish Provisional
Government after a few London Poles had been added; at Potsdam they
accepted the moving of the Polish frontier westwards; and they tolerated the
economic exploitation of the Soviet zolre of Germany.At the Moscow meet-

ing of the council of foreign ministers in December L945 they acknowledged
Bulgaria and Romania as communist states; and by accepting the peace
treaties with Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary and Finland at the end of 1946
rhey abandoned all hope of influencing events in those regions.

Byrnes, f ames F.: lmport-

ant potitician during the
war and a Supreme Court

judge. He stood down

in favour of Truman as
Vice President in 1.944.
Truman made him his
Secretary of State and he
was a strong defender of
US interests.
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Despite increasing exasperation

at Soviet inlransigence in the

UniteC

Nations, and at their inability to pierce the 'iron curtain', the Tiuman administration continued to seek cooperation with the USSR. The Baruch Plan, in
June 1946 [Doc. L7,p.1391, proposed joint LS-USSR control over the prcduction of atomic weapons. The Americans were also prepared, inJ.rly 1946to sign an agreement with the Soviets which would have resulted in foreign
troops leavrng Germany, on the understanding that both the United States
and the USSR would be entitled to intervene if German policies came to be
a threat to their security. InJune 1947, the United States even invited
seen
^s
the Sovret Union and its eastern and south-eastern European supporters tc
participate in the reconstruction of Europe - the Marshall Plan.

The division of Europe into blocs became inevitable when the Sorlet
Union refused all these offers of cooperation. The major American prionnr
now became the containment of communist expansionism, and in order to
prevent the economic collapse of the non-communist European states the
US leadership in 1947 decided to embark on a huge aid and investmenir
programme. The three Western occupation zones in Germany were to br
included in this recovery programme, and as a consequence the diwsion .'tf
Germany had to be regretfully accepted. The reaction of the Soviet government was to step up lhe bolshevrsation of ils zone of occupation in Germanr
and in eastern and south-eastern Europe and to seize power in a coup m
Czechoslovakia in February 1948. Coercion, chicanery and the brutal usc
of lorce accompanied Soviet actions. Moscow attempted to disrupt westem
and southern Europe by means of a communist-led wave of strikes frorn
November 1947 onwards, and to force the Western powers out of Berlin b'r
blockading all the road, rail and water routes to the German capital. The
Soviet offer, in March 1952, [o discuss the formation of a united, demiiiransed, neutral and democratic Germany was another move in the sarnr
direction. European states west of the iron curtain felt themselves threatenec
by Soviet political and military power and sought American protection. Thx
led to the formation of the Organisation of European Economic Cooperatic:
in 1948, to the setting up of the North Atlantic keaty Organisation in 1949
and to the re-arming of West Germany and its integration into NATO as !
result of communist aggression in Korea between 1950 and 1953. As a consequence Soviet expansion in Europe was halted, but the desire to expand
had by no means been eliminated.

THE REVISIONIST
The revisionist interpretation [Doc. 2, p. 119] rejects the traditional analysr
as Western-orientated, ?s a self-sen rng capltalist expos€ based on a pro-

found misconception of Soviet internal reality and external goals. The

earl-u;
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revisionists are to be found among the critics of Truman's foreign policy,
such as the former vice-presidential candidate Henry A. Wallace, and among
European opponents of Western integration, in the 'neutral' movement
(between the United States and the USSR) of the late 1940s. The works of
the historian William A. Williams, whose first major publication appeared in
L959, had a seminal influence, and the research to which the protest movements against the Vietnam War gave rise, especially those of the 'New Left' in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, completed the process. Books by ex-students

of Williams figured prominently among the works ol the revisionists,'especially those by Gabriel Kolko (Kolko and Kolko , L972). Other important
studies were penned by Gar Alperowitz (Alperowttz, 1967) and Lloyd C.
Gardner (1970). The revisionist school afforded an enorrnous stimulus to the
study of the Cold War and led to the opening up of the archives, if only to
disprove their theses.
The revisionist school of thought believes that the Soviet Union cannot be
held responsible for the Cold War. It only narrowly escaped defeat during
the Second World War, and its enorrnous human and material losses meant
that by L945 it was near economic ruin. It was confronted by a prosperous
United States, whose gross national product had more than doubled during

the war, and which furthermore enjoyed a monopoly of atomic weapons.

Under Stalin the USSR had concentrated primarily on building up its
economy and had devoted little attenti.on to world revolutionary goals. Its
security needs led it to seek governments in contiguous states which were
not anti-soviet and to ensure that no military threat ever emanated again
from German soil. These goals did not inevitably mean that eastern and
south-eastern Europe would be sovietised. Communist behaviour west of the
Soviet sphere of influence was calculated not to cause offence to the United

States. Indeed, the socialist movement in Scandinavia and western and
southern Europe at the end of the war was held in check by Moscow and
thereby contributed to the survival of capitalism long before the Marshall
Plan was drafted.

The reasons for the confrontation, according to the revisionists, are to be
found in the Amencan economic and political system. The liberal capitalist
US economy needed ever-increasing trade and investment opportunities to
overcome its endemic weaknesses; this in turn implied the expansion of
American political influence. This produced the 'open do'or' policy which
required that the United States be afforded 'equal opportunity' in all foreign
markets, leading to free trade and the elimination of tariffs and preferential
systems. Because the United States was the leading economic power, this policy of equal opportunity could only lead to increasing American domination,
both economically and politically, of the world. Wartime propaganda in
favour of 'one world' or the 'open world' in which the Unired States and the
USSR would join hands to the mutual benefit of mankind was not eyewash;
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it was the conscious policy of the Amencan leadership which had graspei
the realities of Amencan development. The goal was a Pax Amencana over
the whole world, with American power ensuritg global peace.
As the revisionists see it, the decisive factor which led to uS involvemer":

in the war against Japan and Germany was the desire to maintain and rexpand where possible the US share in the world economy, since Japal
and Germany were in the process of establishing autarkic empires. Thr
same policy was conduc ted against Great Bntain. Dunng the whole war the
struggle against the sterling area and imperial preference was of priman
importance to US diplomacy. The long-drawn-out negotiations on the LeneLease agreement, on rhe founding of the World Bank and the Internation"a[
Monetary Fund concluded at Bretton Woods in 1944 and the 1o;:l

extended to Great Britain by the United States in November L945 [Doc. 15-

p. 136] resulted in

Great Bntain being forced

to open up its

traditior-"rr"

markers ro US competition. The United States seized the opportunitl- replacing the British in Latin America and of stepping up competition agarrs
British Middle East oil inrerests. As for American-Soviet relations, Lrlr
struggle with the USSR over the future of eastern and south-eastern Eur.':*
ri

in and after L945. This area had tradition'a-j'i
been of little consequence to the United States, but now the 'open dtr". l
policy was applied here, ro ensure the viability of liberal capitalism zrrrl
acquired greater significance

American influence.
The Sovret leadership, from this revisionist viewpoint, could not toler;:t
such a threat to its security interests in eastern and south-eastern Euror'c,
particularly as American trade and investment were frequently accomparu-J'J.
by militant anri-communism. The USSR countered by affording revolutl.:-*
ary movements a free hand and concluding bilateral treaties in an atterr-::rt,
to protect its sphere of influence against American penetration. The Trurr-an
administrarion responded by applying further pressure to force the 'oFes
door' policy on eastern and south-eastern Europe; the Soviet request r
Jax1;3a5;z J-g45

f.-r- a- 1a-E5- c-edit

\ zas delil>eratel;z

ignored',

Lend-Lease

dei--,,'-

"

the end of hostilities in Europe', vt Potsdam r:-ili
Americans refused to agree to the level of German reparations necessary:t
eries abruptly ceased aL

ensure the rapid recovery of the Sovret economy; and in May 1946 all reparnfion deliveries from the US zoraewere terminated. Washington also tried -;
use irs atomic monopoly ro force the USSR to become mOre amenable
postponed the Potsdam conference until the atomic bomb was ready for u'e

"ii

and it attempted by means of the Baruch Plan [Doc. L7 , p. 139] to ensure

-nm

American atomic monopoly for decades and to gain control over the Soru
economy. The Marshall Plan was designed to implant an informal Amen;Hmri
empire in Europe including eastern and south-eastern Europe ;rdl
thereby to extend American political influence over the USSR itself.

Setting the Scene

When the Soviet will to resist could not be broken, the Americans,
according to the revisionists, settled for their sphere of influence. A policy
leading to the division of Germany and of Europe was consciously conducted

from early 1946 onwards. American isolationism and European capitalist
and socialist opposition were overcome by creating a myth about Sovret
expansion on a world scale. The Tiuman Doctrine in 1947 was the political
corollary of the Marshall Plan; the establishment of NATO was decided
during the Berlin blockade, and during the Korean War the constellation of
political forces in the United States and Allied countries was pushed to the
right. American pressure and the Western decision to form blocs resulted in
the Soviet Union seeking gre ater political conformity in eastern and southeastern Europe. It was this that led to the emergence of people's democracies,
often by brute force. This wrdened the gulf between East and West, but the
Soviet Union always harboured the hope that a rapprochemenr with the West
might come about.

THE POST-REVTSTONTST (MARK

1)

Post-revisionist interpretations seek to avoid the polarities of blame-it-allon-the-Soviets or blame-it-a11-on-the-Americans. They see the situation as
so infinitely complex that no generalisation about who was to blame will
suffice. The weaknesses of the orthodox and revisionist analyses are evident:

the former pays little attention to the legitimate security needs of the
USSR, while the latter ignores Sovret behaviour which gave rise to shifts in
American policy. Neither analysis had had access to Soviet sources. Neither
could make up its mind whether the Cold War should be seen as an almost
inevitable consequence of the collision of two diametrically opposed socio-

political systems or whether the whole episode could have been avoided

if the signals from

each side had been read correctly and acted upon. The
mishandling of the information available to the US government on Japanese

intentions before Pearl Harbor does not inspire confidence in American
intelligence, and American incompetence was certainly paralleled on the
Sovret side. It is asking too much to expect two states which had very little
experience of dealing with each other before L94I to learn to 'read' each
other correctly so quickly.
Dissatisfaction with the orthodox and revisionist analyses, allied to the
increased access to official documents, has produced a flood of post-revisionist
studies which attempt to stand back from the battle, avoid blatant partisan-

ship and, at the remove of a generation or more, to pass a cold, critical eye
over the 'sins' of all participants.
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THE COLD WAR: AN ORTHODOX VIEW

The orthodox or traditictnal view of the origins of the Cotd War is here presented by Arthur Schlesinger

An analysis of the ongins of the Cold War which leaves out these facrors
the intransigence of Leninist ideology, fte sinister dynamics of a totalitarian
socie[y, and the madness of Stalin

tors which made

- is obviously incomplete.

It was these fac-

it hard for the West to accept the thesis rhar Russia was

moved only b,y u desire to protect its secunty and would be sarisfied by the
control of Eastern Europe; it was these factors which charged the debate
between universalism and spheres of influence wrth apocalyptic potentiality.
Leninism and totalitarianism created a structure of thought and behavior

which made postwar collaboration between Russia and America in a:ny
normal sense of civiltzed intercourse between national states inherently
impossible. The Soviet dictatorship of 1945 simply could not have survived
such a collaboration. The difference between America and Russia in Ig15
was that some Americans fundamentally believed that, over a long run, a

wrth Russia was possible; while the Russjans, so far as one
can tell, believed in no more than a short-run modus vivendi wlth the
modus vivendi

United States.
Harriman and Kennan, this narrative has made clear, took the lead in
warning Washington about the difficulties of short-run dealings with the
Soviet union. But both argued that, if the United States developed a rational
policy and stuck to it, there would be, after long and rough passages, the
prospect of eventual clearing. 'l am, as you know,' Harriman cabled
Washington in early April, 'a most earnest advocate of the closest possible
understanding with the Soviet Union so that what I am saying relates only to
how best to attain such understanding.'
There is no corresponding evidence on the Russian side that anyone senously sought a modus vivendi tn these terms. Stalin's choice was whether his

long-term ideological and national interests would be better served by a
short-run truce with the West or by an immedtate resumption of pressure. In
October 1945 Stalin indicated to Harrimanatsochi that he planned ro adopr
the second course - that the Soviet Union was going isolationist. No doubt
the succession of problems with the United States contributed to this decision, but the basic causes most probably lay elsewhere. in the developing
situations in Eastern Europe, in Western Europe, and in the l-lnited States.
If the condition of Eastern Europe made unilateral action seem essential
in the interests of Russian security, the condition of Western Europe and the

United States offered new temptations for comrnunist expansion. The point
of no return came on July 2, L947, when Molotov, after bringing 89 technical specialists with him to Paris and evincing lnitial interest in the pro.ject

r

i

Docum ents

I:.1':9:..l,::.,..::,i

for European reconstruction, received the hot flash from the Kremlin, denounced the whole idea, and walked out of the conference. For the next fifteen
years the Cold War raged unabated, passing out of histoncal ambiguity into

the realm of good versus evil and breeding on both sides simplifications,
stereotypes, and self-serving absolutes, often couched in interchangeable
phrases. Under the pressure even Americ a, for a deplorable decade, forsook
:':::

':..

:::|,.

''.::

!

its pragmatic and pluralist traditions, posed as God's appointed messenger to

ignorant and sinful man, and followed the Sor,ret example in looking to a
world remade in its own image.
In retrospect, if it is impossible to see the Cold War as a case of American
aggression and Russian response, it is also hard to see it as a pure case of
Russian aggression and American response.
Source.

Arthur J. Schlesrnger, Jr 'Origins of the Cold War,' Foreign Affairs (46),

1 October 1967

.

4**
-'.: -rlLD \\AR: A REVISIONIST VIEW
',i,

{. \\'ill iams, one of thehey revisionisthistorians,here attachs the traditional
d'rt tlnt the Soviet Union started the Cold War He sees American universalism
,t!1,t1. the concotnitant claim that it has the right to intervene anywhere os a
roicrl ctt'reasonfor the ColdWar H, poys particular attention to the'open-door'
t L t)tt(jnlic policy ,f the t/S gov ernment, seeing in it the seeds of conflict
l,tn+,een the tlnited States and the I,ISSR in eastern and south-eastern Europe.
",

.

-rrnencan leaders had internaltzed, and had come to betieve , the theory the
necessity, and the morality of open-door expansion. Hence they seldom
thought it necessary to explain or defend the approach. Instead, they assumed
the premises and concerned themselves with exercising their freedom and
power to deal with the necessities and the oppclrtunities that were defrned by
such an outlook. As far as American leaders were concerned, the philosophy
and practice of open-door expansion had become, in both its missionary and
economic aspects, the wew of the world. Those who did not recognrze and
accept that fact were considered no[ only wrong, but incapable of thinking
correctly.
ParticularLy after the atom bomb was created and used, the attitude of the
United States left the Soviets with but one real option: either acquiesce in

American proposals or be confronted with American power and hostility.
It was the decision of the United States to employ its new and awesome
power in keeping with the traditional Open Door Policy which crystalhzed
the cold war.

*
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The real issue is rather the far more subtle one ol which side committeel
its power to policies which hardened the natr:ral and inherenl tensiclns and
propensities in[o bimer antagonisms and inflexible posttions. fwo general
attitucles can be adoptecl in faclng that tssue. One is tcl assume, or take fcr
granted, oo the basis of emoiion and officlal informa[ion, thal the answer is
obvious: Russia is to blame. That represents the easy, nalionalistic solulion lo
atrl questr.ons about international affairs. That attrtucle also defrnes history
as a stockpile of facts tcl be requisitioned on t-he basis r:f .,r'hal is neecled to

prove a conclusion Cecided. upon in advance...In undertaking such selfjs to acknowledge lwc pilexamination, the frrst anC essen fial rerlutrement
the Lrni-tec{ Srates fi'ac{
mary facts which can never be blinked. Thc .first is that
ds tuclt as potentraL
1944 t, a{, teast 1962 G vGSt preltonderonce of actttal,

from

p{)\Ner vis-ri-vis the Soviel Jntott.

''

'

relaFor power and responsrbrlity go togerher in a direct and rnlimate
Ltorrshrp.

UnIess

1L Lrics

all

the- arlc<;r-.-ercrr-c-== t1-..r .,ff-',-

z-c-it-s'>zr:?l-1-- y-'-'-l'-'o)';))tlu-'

enltryed by the umted
r-rf success, a nation with the grear relative sllpremac)/
warranl or meaning
real
any
with
cannot
Lg6Z
ancl
States between 1g+1
or policy. Yer that is
approach
a
cerlain
clairn that rt has been "forced ro follow
rhe Amedcan claim even rhough ir dicl not

.rplor. ,..'.rol

such

^11*tttutites.
lnsreacl, and this is the second fact that cannot be dodged, [he ljnited
States used or deplgired its prepond,erance ol power wholiy within the
assumprions ancl the rraCiticn of the strategy of the Open Door Policy- The

Llnitecl States never fcrmulated and offered the Soviel Ljnion a settlemenl
6ased gn other, less grandiose, terms . . . The popular idea that Sovret leaders
emerged lrom the wa r ready to do aggressive battle against the United States
is simply not borne out by tire evrdence'
In a similar way., it is a grave error lo evaluale or inlelTret the diplomatic
moves oi IgqS and 1916 in an econornic vacuum. This is true rn three
respects. First, a good many of them \A.ere specifically economic

in character.

Second, atrl of them were intimately bound up with Russia's concern to obtain
either a loan from the Unitecl Stares or extensive reparaiions lrom Germany

and its former allies

in

eastern Europe And fina1ly, the determinalion to

apply rhe Open Door folicy ro eas[ern Europe, which led directly to lhe policies of 'total diplomac)/' and 'negotiation from strenglh' laler made famous by
Secretary of State Acheson, evolved concurrently wirh a deep concern over
economic affair s in rhe Llnited States . . . George E Kennan's 1916*1917
explanation of Soviet behavior... spawned a vas[ ]iterature whrch trealed
Stalin as no more than a psychotic and, on the other, an equally large body

.f

comment which argued rhat the oniy eflective way to deal with the Soviet
"[-iitler.

l;nron was to apply the iessons learned lrom the expertence with
When tes1ed. against known facts, ralher than accepted on the basis of

a

syilogism, Lhese inteqlretations ancl recomrnenclations did nol lack ail r'alidity. Even by their own logic, however, they pointed ro ultimate failure. Fc-rr,

1.2*

Docu ments

by creating in fact a real, avowed, and all-encompassing outside threat,
action based upon such analysis and analogy lent substance to what Kennan
onginally defined as a hallucination in the minds of Soviet leaders. Havrng
argued rhar rhe1. h3d [o create imaginary foreign dangers in order to stay in
power at ht-rme, Kennan concluded with a policy recommendation to create
a very senous (and from the Soviet point of view; mortal) outside challenge
i

to their authontll
Source:

William Appieman Williams, The kagedy of Amencan Diplomacy, rev. ed.

(Delta Books.

\e*' \ork.

1962),

pp

2A6

-9,
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Melvyn P LeJflr fnds that both sides contributed to the CoIdWar

ln 1946 and i94l

a tcrlerable configuration of power

in

Eurasia probably

could not have been brought about without provoking the Soviets. The
threats emanating ticm the post-war socio-economic dislocation and power
vacuum \\'ere li,-i great to allow for a policy of reassurance. Although
unlikel,i-. a sequence ..i events might have ended in Communist victories
in France. ltah'. an.i Greece. and might have led to an autonomous and
revanchist Gerrnanr-. and might have culminated in Soviet domination,
however indrrect. cf ma1..r pans of western Eurasia. Prudent men could not
take such rislis ru hen the leadership in the Kremlin was so totalitarian and
repressire anri ri-herr it p.rssessed an ideology that appeared attractive to
even larger numbers ..f ps.'rp1e in the underdeveloped periphery. US officials
intelllgently- decrded tl rebuild western Europe and to co-opt German and
Japanese strenqrh. These actions were of decisive importance in fueling the
Cold War. but the.,- r-'ere prudently conceived and skillfully implemented in

cooperation urth indiEenlrus ehtes.

Aithough US actic.ns necessarily engendered legitimate security apprehensions in the S..rier Union, the Russian response was neither so belligerent nor so dann{ as rLr have necessitated the huge buildup in strategic
arrnaments. the stress on European conventional rearmament, and the
endless struggles on the periphery. The Russians backed down

in

Berlin-

to affect developments in the Third World was
severely circumscribed bv their limited power-projection capabilities and
their economic baclsr-ardness. Western Europe required security guarantees,
not the extensive arrnaments that America wanted it to have. The Third
World needed markets and capitai and self-determtnation, not a reformed
Moreover their capacitv

neo-colonial leadership bolstered by US military ard. . .

.
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'

The great achievement of the early Cold War years was that US officiais
helped forge a configuration of power in the industrial core of Eurasia that
continues to safeguard vital US interests. . . . Western Europe is no longer
weak and r,rrlnerable; Germany and Japan are strong; Marxist-Leninist ideology and the Soviet model of development are discredited.
Source: Melv)'n P Leffler, A Preponderance of Power: National Secuity, the kuman
Administrahon and the CoId War (Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA, 1992),

pp. 516-rB.

-<|>Document

4

THE ATLANTIC CHARTER (14 AUGUST 1941)

President Franhlin

D.

Roosevelt and Winston Churchill held o highly secret

meeting on board a warship olJ Argatina, Newfoundland, from 9-12 August
1941 to discuss post-wor peace objectives. lts outcome was this Chartex

Joint declaration of the President of the United States of America and, the
Pnme Minister, Mr Churchil\, representrng His Majestys Govemment in the
United Kingdom, being met together, deem it right to make known cerrain
common principles in the national policies of their respective countries on
which they base their hopes for a better future for the world.
First, their countries seek no aggtandizement, territorial or other;
Second, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord with
the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned,

Third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of govemment under which they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and
self government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them;
Fourth, they will endeavour, with due respect for their existing obligations, to further the enjol.rnent by all States, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terrrls, to the trade and to the raw materials of
the world which are needed for their economic prosperity;

Fifth, they desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between all
nations in the economic field with the object of securing, for all, improved
labor standards, economic advancement, and social security;
Sixth, after the frnal destruction of the Nazi tyranny, they hope to see
established a peace which will afford to all nations the means of dwelling in

will afford assurance that all
men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want;
Seventh, such a peace should enable all men to traverse the high seas and
oceans without hindrance;
Eighth, they believe that all of the nations of the world, for realistic as well
safety within their own boundaries, and which

as

spiritual reasons, must come to the abandonment of the use of force. Since
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